LOCATION
Dnipro, Ukraine (online and in-person)

DATE
14 December 2022

CHAIR
Logistics Cluster

PARTICIPANTS

ACTION POINTS
• The Logistics Cluster to share the suppliers list with partners through the mailing list, so they may also contribute to it.
• The Logistics Cluster to verify if generator maintenance suppliers are part of the overall suppliers list, and if so to share the contacts with the requesting partners.

AGENDA
1. Logistics Cluster Update
2. IOM Common Pipeline
3. Generator Guidance
4. AOB

1. Logistics Cluster Update

COMMON SERVICES
• The Logistics Cluster facilitates access to common storage and road transport in Ukraine on a free-to-user basis, focusing on hard-to-reach areas in eastern and southern oblasts. The common storage capacity totals 11,000 m², and is made available to partners in Dnipro, Kyiv, Kropyvnytsky, and Odesa. Common services are rendered as per the Transport and Temporary Storage Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs).
• The Logistics Cluster also supports humanitarian organisations with cargo consolidation and facilitation of access to transport through inter-agency convoys (IAC).
• IACs are planned and coordinated by OCHA. Decisions on priority locations and schedules are made through the Area Humanitarian Country Team (A-HCT) and the Humanitarian Operations Planning Cell (HOPC). Organisations who want to access inter-agency convoys, are encouraged to directly contact the following OCHA focal points:

https://logcluster.org/ops/ukr22a
2. IOM Common Pipeline Programme

- The IOM Common Pipeline programme is a supply chain solution designed for large crises, aiming to strengthen the capacity of humanitarian actors in preparing and responding to protracted and emerging needs, including for contingency purposes.

- Through the Common Pipeline programme, and in direct support to the Shelter and WASH Clusters, partners receive supplies which have been endorsed by the Clusters themselves. IOM is responsible for procuring, prepositioning, and storing supplies in strategic locations.

- In order to be eligible to access the Common Pipeline programme, partners have to be endorsed by the relevant Cluster (Shelter and/or WASH Clusters), and sign a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with IOM, for the duration of one year. IOM prepositions the contingency stock in 14 warehouses across Ukraine, and partners are responsible for the transportation of the supplies they request.

- The supplies available as part of the Common Pipeline programme are: household NFIs, individual bedding kits, winterisation kits, emergency shelter kits and items, and household hygiene kits.

- An online platform is being developed by the IOM team, to digitalise and streamline the request processes. The potential launch of the platform will be in early 2023.

- Organisations interested in the Common Pipeline programme can contact IOM directly at Kaur Sukhwant skaur@iom.int and Hossain Syeda Rubiya srhossain@iom.int.

- Should Common Pipeline partners be in need of storage and transport services, they may submit a Service Request Form (SRF) to the Logistics Cluster at ukraine.clustercargo@wfp.org. SRF User Instructions are published on the Ukraine operation webpage for support in filling-out the SRF.

3. Generator Guidance

- The Ukrainian Government has simplified the requirements for customs clearance for the importation of equipment supporting energy supply (generators, batteries, and power equipment etc), and exempted these goods from import duty and VAT.

- The State Emergency Service of Ukraine has issued recommendations on the use of generators.
• The Ukrainian Government requires to [declare](#) the use of generators. This measure replaces the prior requirement for an emission permit, which is currently [suspended](#) by the martial law.

• An [environmental tax for atmospheric emissions](#) is required to be paid by the entity using generators. However, this may potentially be amended due to the [changes in law](#) adopted on 13 December.

• The fire safety rules and regulations on generator usage issued by the Ukraine Ministry of Energy and Coal Industry, can be found [here](#).

• Partners are reminded to ensure generator fuel consumption is planned accordingly. Partners are reminded that the issuing of a license is required to store fuel. The procedure and documents required to obtain such license can be found [here](#), and are to be submitted to the Regional Tax Office. A fuel storage license is [not required](#) for up to five litres stored. This may also potentially be amended due to the [changes in law](#) adopted on 13 December.

4. AOB

• Cluster contact details are compiled by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), and can be found on the [Humanitarian Response webpage](#).

• The Logistics Cluster will share the suppliers list with partners, so they may also contribute towards a common list to be available to organisations.

• A partner offered to share their storage space in Isaccea (Romania) with other humanitarian organisations. The total capacity is 400 m². Partners in need of warehouse space in Romania may contact ukraine.logisticscluster@wfp.org, so organisations can be put in touch.

• The [Warehousing Survey](#) is still open, and partners are invited to share their storage capacity details.

• Partners were reminded that the Partners-managed Storage Capacity (PSC) interactive map is publicly available through the [Logistics Information Exchange (LogIE)](#) platform, which can be found on the Logistics Cluster [Ukraine operation webpage](#).

• The interface displays – with the agreement of the humanitarian organisation itself – partners’ warehouses and those which are available for space sharing with other humanitarian organisations, to support the efficient use of resources. Space-sharing agreements between organisations should be arranged bilaterally.

• The Logistics Cluster will verify if generator maintenance suppliers are listed in the overall suppliers list and will provide feedback to the requesting partners.

The next Dnipro coordination meeting will take place on 28 December 2022 at 16:00.
### Contacts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finne Lucey</td>
<td>Logistics Officer</td>
<td><a href="mailto:finne.lucey@wfp.org">finne.lucey@wfp.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Reggianini</td>
<td>Information Management and Coordination Officer</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sarah.reggianini@wfp.org">sarah.reggianini@wfp.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iryna Prodan</td>
<td>Information Management Officer</td>
<td><a href="mailto:iryna.prodan@wfp.org">iryna.prodan@wfp.org</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[https://logcluster.org/ops/ukr22a](https://logcluster.org/ops/ukr22a)